Sacred site search for
Quepos, Costa Rica
A request was made to find a sacred site near to the town of Quepos in Costa Rica for group
meditation & prayer.
For this to be a strong energetic site, it should be connected up to the nearest 4th order node (two
pairs of type 4 lines plus other smaller lines). This in turn should be connected up to the nearest type
5 Energy line in either a 1st, 2nd or 3rd order node.
The World map below shows the locations of the type 5 alignments and their intersections. Each line
represents a pair of Type 5 Earth Energy lines. Of the ones closest to Costa Rica, only one type 5
energy line had an intersection with type 4 lines that headed towards the country and this was
found on the Galapagos islands in the Pacific Ocean. This line is on the yellow alignment below.

This yellow type 5 alignment runs through a 1st Order node in Peru which must remain anonymous
for the moment. A rough idea of the location is shown in the image below. The precise location has
been revealed to two different groups of Elders who live near to this node.

The above aerial image of the Galapagos islands show the yellow type 5 energy line from Peru
intersecting with a red type 4 alignment. The latter is heading NNE towards the coast of Costa Rica.
The actual location of the 3rd Order node here has also purposely not been drawn accurately so as to
provide a necessary level of protection for the local people who are aware of the more precise
location.

The above image shows the same red type 4 alignment as it crosses into the country of Costa Rica. It
represents a pair of type 4 Earth energy lines that can be up to 2kms apart in places. This alignment
crosses another type 4 alignment (also shown in red) to make a 4th order node. There are other type
4 alignments found in Costa Rica, but these are not shown here as they are not relevant to this
sacred site search. There are of course many hundred more smaller type 3,2& 1 lines.
This 4th Order node needed to be found and repaired in order to be able to go on to find and
establish another smaller node near to the target area of Quepos.

Of the several possible locations this 4th Order node could have been, like churches, tops of hills and
mountains and sacred springs, this was found in the Montes de Oro region on the side of one of the
hills. Montes de Oro translates to Mountains of Gold so this has been called the Gold Mountain
node. It can be found just to the West of a small town called Santa Cecilia. The above image shows
two red Type 4 alignments which again represent two pairs of type 4 earth energy lines.

The above image is a close up of the last and now shows the two pairs of type 4 lines and a more
accurate location of the 4th order node.

The above aerial image is a further close up of the node location. It has many energy lines crossing
through it but none are shown here. This is not a particularly accessible location and it seems to be
on the side of the road. It may be possible to move the node a small distance in order to make it
safer and more accessible. This can only be carried out if the location has been actually visited &
activated and images are provided that show better nearby locations that are more conducive
towards group meditation.

As the 4th Order node was not very close to Quepos, nor was it that accessible, a nearer sacred
location was searched for. The more powerful the lines, the better and more stronger a sacred site’s
potential has. Potential is also down to the numbers of people who gather to pray or meditate at a
site and the number of times this is done. It is not just down to the power behind the energies.
The best place to start looking for the most powerful site near to a location is to first check along the
pair of type 4 energy lines. An examination of possible sites was initiated by first checking where the
two lines came ashore into Costa Rica having come from the 3rd Order node in the Galapagos islands.
The above image shows where they came ashore. What was being looked for was any location along
the alignment that these two lines themselves came together to form a node.

Such a location was found just a little further inland 12kms to the North of Quepos at the small
village of San Rafael. The node in this location was found in small Catholic church and this is shown
in the image below. No information could be found in regards to when this church is open or closed.
The node though is around 20-25meters in diameter and more than the width of the church.
Meditation outside of the church therefore would still mean that you are in the node. It would be
preferably though to have access to the centre of the church.
It is important to write here, that nodes like this all around the World have been found associated
with all religions and not just one type. They are also found in both modern and ancient sacred sites
and the common denominator of them all is the honest desire to pray or meditate with the
Universal consciousness (Aka Creator, God, Allah etc)

This location is now the nearest and most powerful potential sacred site that is closest to Quepos.
What it now needs is more people to gather around and pray or meditate on the four harmony
times.
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